Abstract. This paper goes through some major steps of a "resonance evaluator" work and in particular on actual tricky questions: the nature of the experimental data base, the life without R-matrix approximations, the external level gambling, the influence of level structures in observables other than cross sections, the puzzling unresolved resonance range and the disused average sub-threshold fission cross sections.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to walk on the steps of a "resonance evaluator" but also to focus on the present questions relative to his job. At the commencement, there are both differential and integral experimental results. In the past these two sorts of data were opposed. The second section will demonstrate the complementarity of these data and will give an example of their use in a neutron re-evaluation work. Right-after the selection of the experimental data base comes the R-matrix data analysis and the collection of the associated R-matrix parameters. R-matrix theory was in the past rudely approximated on the form of the Single-Level Breit-Wigner (SLBW) formulation and this is not rare to meet resolved resonance evaluations based on this simple prescription. Nowadays there is no more reasons to use this formalism or its Multi-Level version (MLBW); the less restrictive approximation proposed by Reich and Moore (RM) must always be favoured. The third section will debate on the impact of this RM approximation relatively to a genuine R-matrix calculation. The discrepancy observed on the capture cross section (XS) value is somehow compensated by the hazardous modelization of the external levels (EL). On this latter point, various ad hoc recipes exist and this paper will show in section 4 that there are nearly as many methods as existing resonance evaluators. Section 5 will present the progresses made on the evaluation of the isomeric ratio and the effect of level structure on it. Section 6 is devoted to the twilight zone, the so-called unresolved resonance region (URR) at midway between the Resolved Resonance Range (RRR) and the continuum. The last item debated in this paper concerns the disused fission XS of the non fissile heavy nuclei in the URR. Although of small neutronic impact in LWR reactor, this latter must not be neglected at least because more rigorous methods exist for evaluating the so-called subthreshold fission XS. Two philosophies must be distinguished: the analytical approach and the Monte Carlo simulation. This paper will analyse the possibilities offered by the two methods.
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No future without integral and differential data
Although numerous resonant XS data analyses were performed from experimental data bases including only differential measurements, the ideal approach must be based on all sources of information available. Such an approach was recently used for a revision [1] of the JEFF3.1 241 Am resolved resonant parameters (RRP). Several analyses of reactor experiments using the neutronic code APOLLO2 and its associated JEFF3.0 application library were at the origin of this latter revision. They revealed a possible under-estimation of σ γ ( 241 Am) in the thermal and epithermal energy ranges which was not foreseen using uniquely the microscopic experimental data base of JEF2.2. Indeed the old JEF2.2 RRP set (kept identical for JEFF3.0) was only based on microscopic measurements, which were showing a reasonable agreement on the thermal total XS value as can be seen in table 1.
An exhaustive synthesis [2] was therefore made between the experimental data (microscopic differential and microscopic integral data), the major evaluated data files and the nuclear data trends derived from the validation of the JEFF3.0 library. The comparisons made have underlined large discrepancies on the thermal capture XS value between the differential measurements and the juxtaposed set of integral data. It happens now that differential results are in general significantly smaller than integral data (partially displayed in table 2) which show also a larger range of variation [(625
The reasons for such a disagreement have to be found in the fact that 241 Am exhibits two strong resonances at 0.31 eV and 0.58 eV. These resonances contribute strongly to the measured yield making integral measurements largely dependent on their actual reactor spectrum which is not necessarily well known. Subsequently, thermal capture XS values obtained [3] . Such large values essentially show up in integral measurements based on Cd ratio technique which requires a scrupulous reduction data procedure. The result depends also strongly of the effective cut-off energy (function of the Cd thickness) which none sharp value falls into the range of the two lowest 241 Am resonances. Finally, the JEFF31 revision of the 241 Am RRP set was performed on a σ 0 γ basis of 647b, which is derived from the careful study of all information sources. This value appears to be 6% higher than the JEF2.2 reference value chosen by F. Fröhner [4] from only differential results.
Are RRR R-matrix approximations still needed?
Since Wigner and Einsenbud [5] , resonances can be exactly described by R-matrix theory. But this rigorous analytical theory has been always approximated for practical reasons. Although the MLBW-endf prescription might be applied to compound nuclei with narrow resonances widely spaced as in the 238 U +n and 232 Th+n systems, the safest procedure is to stick to the least restricted hypothesis (RM). Unfortunately, this is not rare to meet RRP evaluations involving the lowest level of prescription (SLBW-endf) although this latter is notorious for the occurrence of non-physical negative total and elastic cross sections. A recent overview of the JEFF3.1 general-purpose neutron data library [3] Nowadays, several programs around the world (e.g., SAMMY [6] , EDA [7] , RAC [8] ) have the capability to handle full R-matrix calculations. This gives the opportunity to answer to the recurrent question "what is the error due to the RM approximation?" and also to the subsidiary question "knowing this error, is it worthwhile to do a R-matrix calculation?".
Some attempts were made to answer to these questions by R.E. Chrien during a seminar in 1978 on the 238 U target nucleus and more recently by M. Moxon on 238 U using REFIT [9] and fictitious channel widths values. This question was also commented by F. Fröhner [10] who expected a small error due the RM approximation. In 2005, O. Bouland has made a reliable comparison [11] using the same code (SAMMY) and the same algorithm for the RM and R-matrix calculations in order to avoid numerical disagreements. This latter calculations were applied to real cases using 23 Na, 19 F and 238 U capture gamma-rays measurements.
Recall on the Reich-Moore approximation
Reich and Moore have proposed to eliminate a particular type of channel (e.g., the capture channels) by assuming no crossterms from level to level in the inverse level matrix A −1 for this particular type of channel; assumption which allows the aggregate of the diagonal contributions of these eliminated channels (i.e., for capture in the total capture width). This special treatment is well-suited for capture because the decay amplitudes γ λγ of the many photon channels for a given level λ have practically random signs but comparable amplitudes and then the many photon-photon cross-terms tend to cancel in the off-diagonal elements of the level matrix A −1 . But for a light nucleus which number of γ-transitions is limited, this hypothesis could fail.
R-matrix impact on a light target nuclide
The author of ref. [11] has shown two light target nuclide examples. Figure 1 presents the differences observed on the 19 F capture XS between R-M and R-matrix using 17 identified partial radiative widths for the description of 3 resonances. The differences show up in the wings of the resonances of same J π (1 − ) which interfere. The magnitude of the net "interference" effect is evaluated using the total capture resonance integral (I γ R ) weighted by a 1/E flux. This latter quantity, centred around the 49 keV resonance (37 < E n < 65 keV), shows a small but significant decrease (−1.3%). A more detailed examination of this result shows a cancellation between the left (E < E R ) and the right sides (E > E R ) of the resonance (respectively +10.03% and −12.44%). This safe numerical compensation could be less comfortable when a broadening with an asymmetric function is required for the XS calculation. This −1.3% "interference" effect is in fact the maximum expected "interference" effect since the partial capture amplitudes are all assigned positive in this calculation. The partial capture amplitude signs, although not given by the measurement, must be distributed randomly according theory. Therefore the genuine absolute 'interference' effect is plausibly smaller than 1.3%. 19 F asymmetrical resonance shape induced by a R-matrix treatment (dotted curve) of σ γ .
R-matrix consequence on a heavy target nuclide
As explained before, it is assumed for a heavy target nuclide that the many photon-photon cross-terms cancel in the offdiagonal elements of the level matrix A −1 and subsequently motivate the use of the R-M approximation. Is this assumption still verified in the case of a heavy target nucleus exhibiting a few favoured radiative channels as for instance 238 U? To clarify this point, some R-matrix calculations [11] were performed on this latter nucleus. They are based on the old 238 U capture gamma rays measurements by Price et al. [11] who identified 23 γ-ray lines between 3200 keV and 4802 keV for the six energy lowest resonances. These resonances are responsible for 81% of the capture XS at the thermal energy (0.0253 eV) but the 23 partial capture channels explicitly treated in this R-matrix calculation represent only 26% of the total capture width (Γ γ tot ) which means that the R-matrix calculation is here a pseudo R-matrix calculation with a residual aggregated capture width equal to 74% of Γ γ tot . These 238 U capture XS calculations were based on a parameter file reduced to six resonances with no bound levels. The 238 U parameters were extracted from JEFF3.1 except the capture widths borrowed from Price et al. Two pseudo R-matrix calculations were performed. The first one, similarly to 19 F maximised the R-matrix effect since all the partial capture amplitudes were chosen of same signs in the calculation. At the opposite the second one, whose partial capture amplitudes were alternatively assigned plus or minus, gives a more realistic effect. Clearly, the major impact shows up below the first resonance. The most realistic calculation (see fig. 2 , solid curve) gives σ 0 γ tot equal to 1.88b (13% lower than the reference RM value; long-dashed curve on fig. 2 ). But the residual capture, representing the eliminated partial capture channels contribution (74% of Γ γ tot ), still smooth out the final result which could show a larger RM-R-matrix difference.
R-matrix issue
One could argue that these RM/R-matrix comparisons are biased since they are based on the same RRP set. In a genuine evaluation work, the parameters of the analytical model are fitted on experimental data and then smaller RM/R-matrix discrepancies are expected. Nevertheless the RM capture XS fitted will never be as good as a R-matrix curve because of the much smaller number of freedom degrees (the total capture width is only supplied) and of the more asymmetrical resonance shape introduced by the R-matrix analytical formula. The difference obtained between R-matrix and RM calculations on the thermal capture XS value (−13% at least) might be stressful if the question of the negative levels would be unique. During a resonance evaluation work, the parameters of the lowest positive and negative resonances are fitted such as to adjust the calculation to the recommended thermal partial XS values. These parameter values rely on an ad hoc external level recipe chosen by the evaluator.
External level (EL) representations
R-matrix theory shows that the cross sections for scattering, capture, fission, etc. in a limited energy range depend not only on the "internal" levels but also on the "external" levels below and above. Problems arise in practical resonance fitting and parametrisation work because below the neutron threshold (E < 0) the compound levels are unobservable and therefore principally unknown. Since thermal XS values can be accurately measured, any RRR evaluation work must be normalised at thermal energy on the experimental data. Various approaches, more or less rigorous, have been developed to cope with the problem of unknown EL, depending essentially on the habit of the evaluator. The most worldwide spread methods [12] consist of:
A -simulating the unknown EL by equidistant "picket fence"
or Monte Carlo sampled resonance ladders, B -replicating the internal level sequence both below and above the internal region, C -simulating EL by a smooth "background" XS added to the internal resonance contribution. This procedure was used for several nuclides ( 237 U, 242 Cm, etc.) in JEF2.2, D -describing the EL with a concise level-statistical formula rigorously derived from the reduced R-matrix analytical formulation which involves the neutron strength function and the distant-level parameter R ∞ l (E), D -approximating the previous method by two broad resonances and a narrow bound level to ensure correct thermal cross sections.
The non exhaustive list above shows that most of the RRR evaluations rely on approximated methods for the determination of the EL parameters essentially based on statistical trends. The spread of these techniques must warn direct evaluated file comparisons of the resonance parameters of the lowest energy resonances. In the future, RRR analyses should tend toward a unique convenient method and rigorous such as D although a part of unknown still remain in this latter via an undetermined scaling factor (i.e., Γ γ of the negative narrow level). Method D still requires some practical applications on fissile isotopes. Information on observed low lying levels, level density below S n g γ and g f Westcott factors could be also incorporated in this method.
Example of advanced calculations
An area under development is the treatment of resolved resonance structures in other observables. An example of fluctuation reconstruction in the capture isomeric ratio (γIR) is given here below for the 242 Am compound nucleus (CN). A first step for JEFF3.1 was already achieved with the evaluation of a smooth 241 Am γIR curve which covers the whole neutron reactor energy spectrum (0-20 MeV). In terms of fluctuating observables, the reader may also look over other works on 235 U fission data [13] and ν 239 Pu p [14] for instance. The observation of fluctuating structures in other observables brings additional information for improving RRR XS fits.
241 Am γIR gross energy dependency and errors
The 241 Am γIR versus energy (vertical-dashed line on fig. 3 ) has been recently evaluated for JEFF3.1 [1] by the way of a cubic error weighted polynomial fit on a large set of 17 integral and differential results. In addition a low energy asymptotic value ( 241→242g γIR = 0.91) for energies below 0.022 eV and a high energy junction ( 241→242 g γIR = 0.75) at 20 MeV, arbitrarily based on a TALYS [15] calculation with 10 discrete levels, were applied. It must be noticed that at high energy a considerable ambiguity remains since no experimental results exist above 300 keV to confirm the model prediction.
A valuable achievement performed in parallel is the estimation of the associated standard deviations (SD) (see table 3) [1] stored in JEFF3.1 under file 40 (MT = 102). The SD are essentially supplied by the ORIGIN software fit. At very low energy, the variance is set to the inverse of the sum of the inverse thermal data variances and above 300 keV where no experimental data are available, the variance obtained from the polynomial fit is combined with half the difference between the fit connected at 20 MeV to a 241→242g γIR value equal to 0.75 and another possible fit based on a junction value of 0.5.
Full variance and covariance evaluation is one of the major tasks of the next decade. In parallel to resonance data evaluation, uncertainties generation must be a priority. New methods to propagate uncertainties, as for instance on resonance parameters through the whole RRP evaluation procedure, are in development in codes like SAMMY [6] or CONRAD [16] . These methods, presented elsewhere in this conference, will not be debated here. 
Fluctuating γIR : a step beyond JEFF3.1
Theoretical (preliminary) calculations [17] , giant dipolar resonance model and γ-cascade stories based, were recently performed to investigate the possible fluctuating structure of the 241 Am γIR. Owing to spin and parity selection rules between initial and final states, γ-transition probabilities were calculated for each allowed level transition belonging to the level scheme of the 242 Am CN. After derivation of the total γ-ray decay probability from an initial J π excited level given down to either the meta-stable (J π = 5 − ) or the ground state (J π = 1 − ), γIR were deduced. The 241→242g γIR values calculated for an incident neutron energy slightly above S n (i.e., S n + 1 eV) were equal to (93.1 ± 0.8)% and (76.1 ± 1.2)% respectively for a 2 − and 3 − excited level. From the energies of the JEFF3.1 RRP set and a resonance spin assignment guess, the resulting γIR fluctuations in energy were simulated (see dotted-dashed or solid curves on fig. 3 ) by summing all calculated energy weighted thermal γIR resonance contributions; the energy weighting function being based on simple SLBW capture XS reconstruction.
By reference to the recent JEFF3.1 smooth evaluation of the 241→242g γIR (vertical-dashed line on fig. 3 ) which was based on a comprehensive set of integral and differential results at thermal energy, one may guess with confidence the spin of the closest negative level which is likely 2 − to match the fluctuating γIR simulation with the experimental overall trends.
γIR improvement implications
Practically in fuel assembly depletion and post irradiated experiment calculations, γIR are used on the form of capture branching ratios (γBR) weighted by the real capture reaction rate encountered in the case treated. A single γBR average (AγBR) value, suited for a given spectrum type (i.e., UO 2 , MOx), is supplied in the APOLLO2 (thermal cores) or in the ERANOS (fast cores) code systems. The corresponding JEFF3.1 AγBR values obtained from the smooth JEFF3.1 γIR curve are 87.2% and 86.9% respectively for UO 2 and MOx spectra. The values derived from the fluctuating γIR theoretical curve ((87.7 ± 2)% and (86.5 ± 2)% respectively), are in agreement with the JEFF3.1 adopted values. In order to better suit the core configuration treated, a procedure was recently added to the APOLLO2 code to calculate on line the relevant AγBR from the JEFF3.1 γIR point-wise data.
The unresolved resonance range (URR) or the twilight zone
Careful statistical analyses of the RRP obtained are essential to get valuable prior estimate of the average parameters (AP) to analyse unresolved resonance data. This statistical analysis stage is now made routinely using codes like ESTIMA [18] or SAMDIST (SAMMY's special module [6] ) which byproducts are s-wave (or sometimes p-wave) strength functions (S l ), average neutron reduced widths (Γ l n ), average radiative widths (Γ γl ), s-wave mean spacing (D 0 ) and R ∞ l (E). Starting from prior average parameters, URR experimental data, after corrections of the experimental biases, can be fitted using Hauser-Feschbach theory (HF) and Moldauer prescription for overlapping resonances with codes like SAMMY-FITACS [6] or recently CONRAD [16] to extract average parameters. Higher l-wave orders showing up with energy, an URR analysis brings obviously additional information on observables of higher l-wave degrees. High energy codes like TALYS [15] basically handle the same physics as low energy codes (SAMMY-FITACS, CONRAD, etc.) in this URR but the former evaluated average cross sections are derived from optical model (OM) parameters. The AP consistency between RRR analyses and OM calculations is for that matter studied in ref. [19] . It is clear that in a near future high energy codes will be able to extract AP for a right average XS shelf-shielding treatment in the UR domain. It is also manifest that an UR range will survive in the future to ensure the consistency between the RRR formalism and the OM calculations, and to treat specifically the mixing of large resolved resonances with small unresolved resonances. The resolution of this latter problem could be analog to the treatment of partially resolved class-II states mixed with unresolved class-I states to calculate the average fission XS of non fissile heavy nuclei (next section). [21] , a recent AVXSF-I calculation (thicked curve) [21] , a recent GNASH-TALYS calculation (dashed curve) [21] and the old Lynn calculation (downside triangles).
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The disused URR average fission cross section (AVFXS) of the non fissile actinides
Analytical average fission cross section formulae
Because of their small neutronic impact in LWR reactor, non fissile nuclei AVFXS were frequently neglected in neutron resonance evaluation work. For instance, an overview on 234 U , 238 U and 240 Pu neutron evaluated fission cross sections in the UR region shows mainly simple smooth energy dependencies. Recently the gross energy fission structure of the XS has been calculated using TALYS-GNASH but one may say that the easiest way to locate the fission fluctuations at the right energy is simply to average broadly or acutely the experimental data.
A more careful examination of evaluated AVFXS shows that nearly no data files 1 include statistical model with intermediate structure effect although some analytical subthreshold fission XS expressions by Lynn and Back [20] treat the fact that the fission strength is not distributed statistically over CN resonances. Such a formalism is implemented in the AVXSF code [20] . This program was tested in ref. [18] in the framework of the 240 Pu JEFF3.1 re-evaluation of the average XS and more recently [21] . Figure 4 
The Monte Carlo (MC) methods
MC methods alternative to analytic expressions have been tried in the past such as ref. [22] . They are based on the sampling of ladders of both class-I and class-II states as well as their parameters, from the relevant distribution laws; then the coupling between each class-II and the neighbouring class-I states can be treated on a case to case basis depending on the individual situation, and the XS be calculated from the resulting resonance parameters. The strength of the MC method is to fairly reproduce the amount of fluctuations observed in an experiment (see fig. 5 ). A new MC method being tried at Cadarache is willing to go further by fixing the energies of the resolved class-II quasi-particle states from the experiment rather than sampling them in order to locate the fission fluctuations at the right energy. In a second stage, the total fission width of the class-II quasi-particle states will be normalised on the experiment. These hybrid MC methods are possible only when at least a high resolution subthreshold fission measurement is available.
Conclusions
This paper has tried to answer to some practical questions met by a "resonance evaluator" but can not be exhaustive on a so wide topic. Fitting experiences have demonstrated that an experimental data base can not be comprehensive if differential and integrals results are not used together. The EL representation is somehow tricky and relies essentially on statistical quantities and measured thermal data. No absolute EL determination exists and developments are still needed in this area. The accuracy brought by a full R-matrix calculation is currently cancelled by the existing indetermination on the EL simulation. Nowadays the impact of resolved structures in other observables that XS (e.g., in IR, ν p data, etc.) is under progress. Developments are also encountered in average subthreshold fission XS calculations. In particular MC methods are definitively a way to supply analytical methods when these latter are not able to reproduce observed fine fluctuations.
